
It’s a state of being.
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● YOUR WIN OF THE WEEK 

● A WEEK OF OBSERVATION , WHY IT MATTERS. 

● WHAT YOU SEE, CHANGES YOUR WORLD.

:

:
● WHY IT MATTERS

● EXAMPLES

● CHOICES.

● MINDFUL PRACTICES

● UNDERSTANDING PRACTICES 

● QUESTIONS & CLOSURE
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The power of observation, is in seeing unconscious patterns 
more clearly. Seeing what happens, understanding better 
what causes what.

We have focused this first week on observations because it’s 
the start of changing your ripple effects at the core. 

What you believe, affects how & what you see. 
What you see affects what you think about. 
What you think, affects how you feel. 
How you feel, drives your actions.
What you do, confirms your beliefs. 
and.. again from the top. 

Awareness is the skill 
of observing, of seeing. 
The more you see, the 
more you can make 
sense, the more you 
understand, the faster 
you learn. 
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The Himba tribe in Namibia has no 
word for the color blue. In research, 
when shown 11 green squares and 1 
blue, they couldn't pick out which 
was different. 

The research suggests that without 
a way of identifying the color as 
different, it's harder for our eyes to 
notice it.
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By being in the present moment you listen more and you respond from 

your heart and logic mind, not from trauma and emotions.

By knowing what is happening inside and  outside, moment by moment.

Our body send us signals early on. If we are listening we can prevent and 

heal from early stages of disease and psychological issues.



Our thoughts are consuming time, energy and space in mind. By being 

aware of them, you can conscious let them go and be here and now.

By being more aware and compassionate of the wandering mind and the 

stories that it makes up, we can be more at ease with ourselves.

6. 

By understanding the connection between everything around you, you can

be compassionate with others and yourself, but also free yourself from the

victim mode.



VIRTUALLY ALL THE WORLD’S 

ILLNESSES BOIL DOWN TO 

MINDLESSNESS.

“
”

Ellen Langer,
Harvard psychologist & 

mindfulness researcher.



ADULT ALEX

● 35 years old, married with Mary, father of a 5 years old girl.
● He grew up in a farm in Spain, he now lives in UK.
● He is very proud of his parents and how hard they worked to 

raise him.
● He works as a Marketing manager in a creative company.
● He tried to lose some weight around his belly. (He eats low fat 

protein food.)
● He exercise 2 times per week (running ) 
● He is having knee pain in both knees.
● When he is stressed he has headache and cramps in his 

stomach.

He says: 
● ‘I am stressed.’
● ‘Mary is lazy’, 
● ‘I work too hard as my team is not as creative as me’. 
● My daughter is so talented’. 
● ‘My parents were the best’ 
● ‘People pisses me off’.



INNER CHILD ALEX

GENERATION TRAUMA.
He grew up believing he has to have a family in order to be a good man,
He also has to be a successful- hard-working man. His parents were hard working farmers, 
ashamed for having poor education-pushed him to study and work in a good big company.

TYPE.
The cold weather is not good for his body type- and cause him headaches and stress.
The processed food and forced exercise, adds more to a non-loving approach towards the self.  

INNER CHILD.
The stress is also a side effect of his deeper need to live a simple life-like his parents,(this is all 
he knew as a child). Because of this need, his body is refusing to cooperate in his daily life, and 
it’s  gaining weight.(telling him to slow down.

LIFE CHOICES.
He denies his need to live a simple life and breaks out with anger, (covered guilt and fear) to 
his wife and other people.His knee screams to slow down.

RIPPLE EFFECTS.
He is forcing his daughter to prove that she is a talent by taking her to classes every day, 
doing to her, what his parents forced him to do.



Alex

BELIEFS
1. He says: ‘everyone should work hard’
2. If you don’t work hard you are lazy --->  and you make me angry
3. I am not worthy if I don’t work hard, 

LIMITING BELIEFS: ‘I am not worthy if I don’t try hard’, ‘ I am not 
enough as I am’.

HABITS
1. He works in a big company in a big city, and he is the 

provider of the family.
2. He is ashamed of not wanting this life
3. His body sending him signals, refusing to live this life, and he 

becomes sick, as long as he don’t express his needs.
4. He is afraid to express his need, and cover his fear with anger.
5. He is angry with his parents.
6. ‘I am angry’---> ‘I am afraid, I am ashamed.’
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DO NOT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING SIMPLY BECAUSE YOU 
HAVE HEARD IT.

DO NOT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING SIMPLY BECAUSE IT IS 
SPOKEN AND RUMORED BY MANY.

DO NOT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING BECAUSE IT IS FOUND 
WRITTEN IN YOUR RELIGIOUS BOOKS.

DO NOT BELIEVE IN ANYTHING MERELY ON THE 
AUTHORITY OF YOUR TEACHERS AND ELDERS.

DO NOT BELIEVE IN TRADITIONS BECAUSE THEY HAVE 
BEEN HANDED DOWN FOR MANY GENERATIONS.

BUT AFTER OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS AGREES WITH 
REASON AND IS CONDUCTIVE TO THE GOOD AND BENEFIT 
OF ONE AND ALL,

THEN ACCEPT IT AND LIVE UP TO IT.
 
-BUDDHA
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SLEEPING

Your body has its own need for rest, that can change 

from time to time, depending on many conditions

b. EATING
Your body is unique. Food is energy, and by seeing it 

that way, we will stop counting calories and meals, 

but counting energy.

c. WAY OF WORKING
Observe your need to work alone or with others. 

When is your mind more clear? morning or night? 

Do you prefer to express verbally or written. 

You need different things than I do, and 

my path is not your path. 

The country, the religion, the colour of 

the skin and the education we got is 

random. If you were born in another 

continent, from other parents, in an 

different social and political environment 

who would you be?



An abstract term or an easy practise?



BREATH

The mind loves to focus on breathing. 

Pause the unstoppable thoughts.

Practice it anywhere.

b. BODY SCAN
By focusing on bodily sensations the mind stops 

wondering. Our body is always present.

The outer world is a mirror of our inner world. When we 

will realize that, we will take full responsibility of our 

lives, our circumstances and how others treat us.

Zoom out and observe yourself. Is this 

person acting, feeling or speaking 

according to his beliefs and highest 

purpose?

Write to structure the thoughts

This helps to ‘empty’ the mind

Observe the monkey mind & its crazy 

jumps.



● What is your limiting belief? 

● How do you feel when you say this belief?

● How it has affected your life till now?

● When did you first felt that way?

● Your body (skin, muscles, bones, organs, hormone system) wisper what you 

can’t say.

● How do you feel when you are stressed, angry or hurt? Where do you feel 

that?

● When was the first time that you felt that?

● How would your life would be if you wouldn’t have that pain?








